Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 5

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
4. It grows on a bush or a vine.
8. something seen
9. a businessman of great wealth and influence
10. Lifting weights builds ___.
11. location
12. Learning a challenging skill takes ___.
14. lacking or unable to grow plants
17. a kind of shellfish
20. a small donkey
22. a ship builder
25. a storage shelter for an airplane
26. to place underground
27. It can usually be found in a coat closet.
28. drew away in fear
29. a retelling of just the main substance

Down
1. A belt goes around it.
2. the head of a school
3. a basic truth or law
5. not able to be moved
6. opposite of wintry
7. people treated by a doctor
13. to quote or mention as an authority
15. correct
16. a self-governing town
18. paper and other writing supplies
19. someone who lacks courage
21. ritual
23. dig
24. to spend or consume foolishly
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